EsCoin
Business and Banking, Global Legal Service!
Innovative Platform for Business and Banking, Global Legal Service!

The legal market in 2021 is expected to reach 1.1 trillion USD. In addition to the legal market, it is clear that this number will increase to a much greater extent with domestic and international advisory services provided by lawyers. This market should continue to grow with the digitization of the world, day after day. With the increasing use of the digital world, the legal market must follow the demands of the times.

The purpose of Escoin includes providing clients and law firms establish mutual cooperation in the digital environment in accordance with common interests by eliminating the country’s borders and providing the entire infrastructure they need. In doing so, the aim is to expand the network and thus to provide a more transparent and healthy business model.

Primary purposes of Escoin;
- Providing the communication between lawyers and the client
- Finding the right lawyer for the right company, finding solutions to the international legal problems of companies with the right person,
- Having thousands of lawyers in the portfolio of companies,
- Increasing the portfolio of lawyers,
- Ensuring that all types of documents required by lawyers reach the inventory, quickly and easily
- Eliminating interruptions in payments made in international transfers,
- Minimizing the loss of money during the exchange,
- Making sure firm / law firm reach consulting services (for agriculture / industry / automobile / aviation / construction / energy / finance / health / real estate / technology / contact / trade etc.), without intermediary in an international platform.
Executive Summary

The vision of the founder; "Escoin will bring exciting new technologies, such as blockchain, to the legal services market. This will strengthen legal service systems and customers to deliver high cost efficiency, reasonable prices and quality of service. We believe that these developments will increase transparency and quality in the world."

The legal service market is growing each year compared to previous years. Meeting the needs of this market is no longer possible with the previous perspectives. Out-of-date approaches are now doomed to disappear over time. Previously, the steps taken to meet the needs of the market were insufficient or not close to the solution. In the PraeLegal project, we worked with thousands of lawyers in 142 countries. We have responded to hundreds of thousands of needs in this market. We have seen that in order to increase profitability, models need to be diversified and time should be used efficiently.

Clients and lawyers have common problems. The solution to these problems is the blockchain, which is considered as the new global technology. Escoin creates a global blockchain ecosystem that offers affordable legal services to all. This ecosystem will connect legal service providers and customers around the world while integrating existing infrastructure, including leading law firms, small law firms and lawyers. Thanks to Escoin; its aimed to eliminate all fundamental problems which the parties face such as the right relationship between the client and his lawyer, the collection, the transfer of payment, the unnecessary time required for the drafting of opinions, concerns about the choice of a lawyer.

Today, the legal services market is close to $1 trillion. On 35% of this market, people prefer to work with a new lawyer, for different reasons. This situation shows us that the continuing search of many in the market is still underestimated. With Escoin, it will be possible to integrate this remaining mass into the system.

The Escoin platform has many important advantages over traditional legal services. The three main differences can be listed as follows:

1. Clients are looking for legal services from different countries or even continents. Most of the time, they have trouble finding local law firms. Lawyers have trouble finding a client while they are experts in the field. On Escoin platform, this situation will change the new developments with the client based on the success score that can make the choice of the lawyer. This will encourage lawyers to provide better quality services.

2. During the interviews, the parties must have the time to meet. This time is wasted with the processes of preparation, maintenance, transportation and adaptation of pre-maintenance interviews. This affects productivity and leads to loss of time and money. The lawyer also has difficulty collecting the cost of the meeting. Escoin will prevent all of this by using the Blockchain ecosystem and the videoconferencing method to prevent parties from wasting time and money. In addition, when video calls are completed, the lawyer’s meeting fee will be immediately transferred to the account.

3. Especially at the international level, parties face fund transfer costs of up to 25% during collection. The cost of collecting with the infrastructure of the blockchain in the ecosystem will be afforded at a rate of 0.003-0.006.
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1. Legal Services Market Size and Tendency

The global legal services market is expected to show strong growth in the coming years. The reason for this foresight is attributed to growing globalization and competitive markets. This then led to the expansion of the work of international legal service providers in different countries around the world. The desire to increase dissemination in countries shows the importance of the global market. As legal services are now available internationally, the need for legal documents, sanctions and structuring activities has increased considerably. In addition, the number of legal service providers has increased significantly. Legal service providers, such as lawyers, are struggling with many competitors to gain significant market share. The availability of information and legal tools on the Internet has accelerated the growth of the market. Constructive government policies and industry standard criteria further increase market growth.

It is believed that the legal profession is one of the most profitable, productive and profitable professions, attracting more potential lawyers to the market and then stimulating its growth. Increasing awareness among the public and consultants has led to market growth. The acceleration in the demand for legal services has led to a proliferation of technology applications to provide secure and efficient enterprise software that facilitates document management and collaboration with portal Web sites.

The main services offered in the legal services market are the preparation of contracts, intellectual property support, litigation support and the demand for opinion solutions. The main factors affecting the global legal services market are competition, commodification, globalization, foreign direct investment and changing trends in economic growth. In addition, price competition, alternative trading structures and the booming Internet economy are ready to support market growth. However, the global economic downturn has had a profound impact on the legal services market. Many legal services resulted in the merger and acquisition of the supplier. Thus, it avoided problems such as bankruptcy and closure.

The global market for legal services, particularly in Spain, where the number of lawyers per person is the highest, has seen significant market growth. In addition, inward and outward foreign direct investment is expected to significantly accelerate growth in the European region. Well-established regulatory reforms and industry standards are being prepared to promote market growth in North America. Population growth in the Asia-Pacific region, particularly in countries such as India, China and Japan, has increased the demand for legal services and increased market growth in this region. In addition, India is at the forefront in this region because of the strong outsourcing of legal services. The existence of highly competitive and inexpensive legal expertise is considered the main reason for the increase in popularity and outsourcing. Energy, infrastructure, tourism, e-commerce, and transportation and logistics equipment are the main sectors of the legal services market.
Quality and ethical impacts as well as the lack of privacy and security pose a major challenge in the global legal services market. Differences in legal processes and policies adopted by different countries prevent major international service providers from providing services in other countries. In addition, the lack of measures to liberalize the legal services sector has hampered market growth.

According to the website www.globallegalpost.com, as of June 7, 2018, the global legal services market is expected to reach to $ 1.11 trillion in 2021, from $ 849 billion in $2017. This situation attracts the attention of legal services companies and forces them to invest in technology. Market growth encourages the development of new applications for the legal services sector, helps legal services firms to increase their productivity, offers innovative products and improves quality of service. A prominent trend is the use of smartphones to enable law professionals to work remotely, service and secure web technology as a software. According to the Business Research Company report, these developments helped to increase the overall rate of legal services to 4.5% over the previous year.

The legal services market in North America is the largest in the world and represents 49.4% of the global total. The legal services market in North America is managed by the United States. A growing number of mergers and acquisitions have dominated the legal services market in North America. The legal services market in Western Europe is the second largest market in the world with a ratio of 21.6%. The size of the Western European legal system is based on a tradition of rigorous application of legal and regulatory requirements. Depending on the type of service, B2B legal services which equals approximately 47.8% of the legal services market in 2017 is the largest segment. Segmentation by service provider includes large law firms and small business law firms. Large law firms represent 60.8% of the legal services market. The financial services sector is the largest end user of legal services and accounts for about 40.8% of the global total. Depending on the type of application, cases represent the largest segment, representing 31% of the global total.

Procurement models for clients seeking legal services are constantly evolving and clients are more willing to purchase legal services from non-traditional firms. Companies offer a range of professional services and are willing to buy legal services from non-traditional businesses. For example, according to a Deloitte study, approximately 52% of the firm's internal services plan to seek legal services from non-traditional law firms. Customers are looking for companies offering legally functional expertise such as finance, accounting, marketing and services via online portals such as LegalZoom, Rocket Advocate and LawDepot. In addition, according to a survey conducted by Deloitte in Legal Services Trends in 2016, about 35% of companies seek commercial and non-legal expertise, and 18% seek expertise in digital, data privacy and cybersecurity.

2. Global for the Legal Services Market and EsCoin Solutions

Inaccurate / inadequate steps in the lawyer / client’s choice

In the legal sector, one of the major problems is that the client can not be sure of the competence of his lawyer. In this case, it creates question marks in the client’s head. The lawyer may not open the file for months after receiving the client’s power of attorney. The client is obliged to keep in touch with the lawyer. As the lawyer knows this, most of the time the case does not interest him before the day approaches. In this case, cases may be lost or an undesirable result may be obtained. The client must accept this situation.

The client does not have a mechanism to evaluate his lawyers. In this case, the lawyer can take all kinds of cases because they are not subject to an assessment. In addition, the lawyer often does not take the responsibility for poor service.

The lawyers who do their job well and / or will may be deprived of a potential client. Even if he is competent in his field, the client is not able to choose the right lawyer because there is no evaluation mechanism.

Sometimes a lawyer has problems with his client. For example, the client may not pay to his lawyer in a timely manner in terms of payments. Or the information he has given may be intended to deceive their lawyer. In this case, the lawyer can lose the case not because of the lawyer’s disability, but the client’s mistakes. In this case, the lawyer may be a victim. In this case, the lawyer does not have the opportunity to evaluate his client.

EsCoin Solution

First, all registered offices will be subject to a rating system. With this rating system, companies will be able to choose the prosecutor’s office based on the experiences of the companies that performed the assessments before choosing the offices.

On the platform to be created, there will be total confidentiality between the client and the lawyers. Clients will choose lawyers based on their place of residence and the preferences they have received from other companies. In the first place, there is going to be no client information and also there is no lawyer information. The part with the high score will become the priority.

The ratings and evaluations made by the other party will definitely be reflected in the evaluation result, without being shared with anyone. For example, the client is satisfied intermediate level with the lawyer and he does not want to report it to his lawyer, but he wants to reveal his dissatisfaction. In this case, the score will be reflected directly to the average of the lawyer’s satisfaction score, and the lawyer cannot know the score he has given since he can only see the change in the average.
The client seeking an offer will choose his lawyer based on his previous experience in the subject of his proposal and the scores awarded by his previous clients. In this case, the client’s victimization will be reduced to a minimum. Lawyer will also need to improve the quality. Increasing the quality of service will increase the lawyer’s income.

The lawyer will be able to choose his client based on clients points of assessment which given by previous lawyers and give his proposal accordingly.

**What is the rating system?**

What is important here will be sharing the knowledge of the sector in which lawyer operates. In this case, rating can be done depending on the area of activity. Offices will be able to carry out advertising activities outside:

- Offices will be given a percentage of points by sharing documents such as, petition samples, case files (with permission), precedent decisions, etc. and compared with other offices by the system.

- Office sharing documents such as applications, case files (with permission), previous decisions, etc. will give by the system percentage points in percentage compared to other offices.

- Offices will create the resume that companies will be able to access by sharing the issues they have worked with, the companies they work with, the topics they have worked on previously, the cases they have judged, the cases they have been working on have won, the business they have received, the amount of their subject. In addition, the system will re-evaluate based on the number or quantity of these actions.

- In the area of social sharing, offices will be subject to asset valuation by sharing them on topics such as new amended laws.

- The money transfer will be done with ESCOIN. ESCOIN transfers will affect the score and companies will be able to see this volume with an area reflecting the annual transaction volume. In this case, firms will prefer to influence the reasons why law firms will try to increase the volume of transactions. There will be no transfer fees from law firms. In the event of non-receipt of international transfer fees, they will be saved from revenue losses of up to 25%. Escoin works according to the legislation and at the same time it will be controlled by the Estonian state. Companies and offices will be the reason for the preference.

- Law firms will be assessed based on the countries in which they operate rather than with those with whom they do business and will be preferred by firms.

- Law firms will be subject to a list in which the country / region / sector / type of file they are reviewing / the feedback from firms / firms as an end-of-employment score can not be seen and filed only by the cabinets. Only companies can see this list, but the ranking in this list will be limited to law firms.
The Lost of the Lawyers Local Market Job to the Foreign Market Lawyer - Clients Employing the Foreign Market Lawyer.

Lawyers working at the local level do not receive national or international work because of the nature of the work. In general, the national and international cases will not be given to the lawyers in the region, instead given to the law offices with a large number of offices and employees. In this case, although local lawyers are dominant in the region, they can not get a job in this situation or can take it in the case of a subcontractor. This situation results in a significant loss of income for lawyers.

In order to reduce work-related risks, clients pay more and work for international law firms. The cost of labor increases the cost of the client. Increasing costs for the client leaves them in a difficult position.

EsCoin Solution

With the infrastructure to be prepared, the lawyers will be the priority the national and/or international legal actions. Their profitability will increase because of the local market business and the cases they are experts in. In this case, the transparency of the legal services sector will be ensured and lawyers will be free from any oppression against unfair competition.

Clients can also reduce risk but also transportation costs, lost time, etc. they will get rid of the extra costs and give their work on a more transparent platform.

Thanks to the infrastructure to be created, client-lawyer communication can reach maturity through video calls and waste time, costs, loss of rights, and so on will be minimized or completely eliminated.

Payment Requests and Collections at national and international legal advisory services

One of the main problems of lawyers is the collection of consultation fees. Clients require interview with lawyers, but they do not know and care about the cost of lawyer fees. The attorney cannot demand the consultancy fee to be paid during the interview so as not to lose the job, and sometimes it deals with the bills collection. This situation leads to a loss of lawyer’s time and incurs additional costs.

Spending time to meet with clients is a waste of time for both sides and also it is a waste of resources.

One of the printed services provided by lawyers is to prepare a petition. Although the requests are printed services, the client arrives at the office, the lawyer allocates additional time for this, the costs of file production, etc. they engage unnecessary energy and costs. Also another is the payment and collection.

Lawyers must bear significant costs for the transfer of money between domestic and international clients. It costs up to 25% in international money transfers. This charge is an additional burden for the parties.

The parties usually can not recover in time the cash rights arising from the lawsuits. The parties, which could not be processed in time, suffered cash losses. The non-respect of payment deadlines by the parties makes them both a victim.
**EsCoin Solution**

With the video conferencing system to present, attorneys’ fees will be transferred to their accounts after video calls with their clients. Lawyers will be able to determine the cost of the interview and will be transferred from client accounts to the lawyers’ account after the interview. In this way, the lawyer will not handle a second workload or additional cost. In addition, the interview may not take the form of a videoconference. The parties will be able to conduct the interviews in an online chat environment, where the lawyer can determine the fees if they desire. The fees will be fully transferred to EsCoin blockchain infrastructure.

Through "the schedule of the lawyer," which is provided by Escoin, lawyers will be able to program on many topics, such as appointments, trials, conference days and meetings with their clients.

Moreover, lawyers will be able to exchange documents with the clients via the infrastructure. During this exchange of documents, the lawyer may charge a fee for the documents. With the download of the document by the other party will accept the fees and the account will automatically fall into the account of the lawyer. In this case, payment will be made without having to engage in a conversation such as fees, interest, etc. In addition, the client will not need to come to the office for these printed petitions and the lawyer will not need to print these documents.

Another serious problem for lawyers and clients is the transfer fees incurred during the transfer of payment. In particular, international remittances entail transfer costs of up to 25%. This situation leads to serious cost losses on both sides. Escoin will never ask for money transfer fees from lawyers.

By nature of Escoin contract, payments will not be made without service being done. The parties send the amount at the base of the agreement to the account of the counterparty. The amount sent will be made available to the other party if the service is provided. For example, the lawyer will send the fees to the client’s lawyer’s account, but the number will not be used in the lawyer’s account balance. The client will not be able to release the money for the use of the lawyer until the service is completed. Of course, the client won’t be able to get the money back. After providing the service, money will be opened to the use of the lawyer with the approval of the two sides.
3. The EsCoin Ecosystem

Escoin Legal is a comprehensive platform that will bring together both local and international clients and lawyers at a common point. Escoin Legal provides many opportunities for companies to find quick and easy solutions in their legal processes. In this section we describe the full functionality of the ecosystem that it is planning to implement in 2021.
Technology Platform

Escoin Legal Platform is a huge ecosystem. After having entering the legal requirements of the clients to the system, it brings together the appropriate legal experts through the intelligent evaluation. The system, which is constantly active with the cloud infrastructure, offers quick and easy access from every online platform. With its web and mobile interfaces, it offers many tools such as instant messaging, video calling and document sharing across all platforms.

I. Databank
An extensive network of lawyers is registered in the system to assist clients in their legal proceedings. This big data system is ready to provide the fastest solutions to the client through intelligent engines. Third-party systems (ie. hotel management systems, customs trading systems) can be integrated into external resources with the Open API module. They will be able to access legal experts on large data so that these types of systems to make faster and more accurate decisions.

II. Our Decision Support System
Once legal needs are entered into the system, the most appropriate legal experts are categorized by the system as needed. It allows the client to interact with the right legal expert transmitted through intelligent valuation rules.

III. Our Lawyer Ratings Module
The platform has advanced rating system for legal experts. Legal experts are subject to intelligent appraisal processes in many areas, such as criteria, client ratings and legal experience.

IV. The Smart Queue Module
It uses the evaluation and decision-making mechanism for client-lawyer or attorney-client reconciliation based on legal considerations on the platform.

V. Cloud Lawyer Information System
The platform compatible with the blockchain Escoin Legal guarantees the rights of all participants. The rating scores on the platform ensure that the rating data will remain secure and unchanged. In addition, the system controls all activities of active participants.

VI. Cloud Client Information System
The client’s rating and classification information will remain confidential.

VII. EsCoin Blockchain Platform
Escoin Legal Platform uses a special Ethereum-based contract in the blockchain infrastructure. For further development of the ecosystem, the system will have a valuable token to encourage participants. Platform maintains the reliability of this token system for use in operations to the highest degree.
VIII. Call Module

Call Module is the service that provides fast and professional consultation in the legal processes of Escoin's legal platform ecosystems around the world. It provides the opportunity to increase revenue by providing online consultations for lawyers and law firms.

By listening to clients' legal needs, they can easily communicate with them at the office, at home, at the restaurant or in any desired environment.
After an easy and fast registration, clients will be able to access their accounts. After completing the required forms, the system will list the legal experts. All communications can be done via the platform, using a computer, tablet or mobile phone. After entering the required data on the client's legal process, the client will be able to see the legal persons determined by the system. They will be able to organize videoconferences with their legal experts.

How Specialists Can Use the Service
Legal experts are required to complete forms once they become members of the platform. In order to present the topics they wish to process in the system, they must complete these forms and upload the necessary documents into the system. They can take place on the platform after a quick evaluation process.

How Specialists Can Use the Service
Preliminary interviews will be conducted with the credit determined by legal experts, on the platform to ensure both sides security. After the preliminary meeting, the necessary document sharing in the context of the legal issue may be performed on the platform based on mutual confidentiality approvals.

Since the entire financial flow between the client and the lawyer will be done with the blockchain infrastructure via the platform, a policy of maximum mutual trust will be created. In addition, the platform will offer a simple and economical operation eliminating the problems of time and money related to money transfers.

Legal experts will be able to see the scores of their accounts with the intelligent rating strategies of the system. If they wish, they will be able to benefit from more court procedures and scoring surveys to improve these scores. They will be able to reach more clients in their areas of expertise and increase their income easily and quickly.

Using the Proposal Request Pool module, which is exclusively for clients, the platform will be able to register with the closed bidding system according to the criteria it has defined for legal issues. Seeing the results instantly, clients will be provided to find the right choice quickly.

Various useful tools are available on the platform for legal experts. There is a smart calendar tool in which they can track their schedule, synchronize it with their built-in calendar, like Google Calendar, Outlook Calendar. There is also a complete tool that can store notes, interviews and related documents in the case tracking module for legal processes.
In addition, the platform offers an Instant / Chat Message service for clients and legal experts. Provision provides an integrated connection between the client and his proxy for quick and independent access to localization.

The platform provides the law library module to legal experts who can create their own documents, petitions and digital libraries. They will be able to share the documents they want from the computer or mobile device of the library they have created with their clients by paid/free of charge. This module, which will provide an additional source of revenue for legal experts, can be used as a very useful tool by legal experts.

**Participants in the System**

At this stage, digital and printed booklets, invitation e-mails and letters will be prepared, describing EsCoin and its benefits. Visual samples will be prepared for use in social media and digital advertising. Articles will be prepared to be published on legal forums and news sites. In addition, businessmen and bars will be able organize meetings and invite members to talk about what the system can do. By integrating with large software companies, the EsCoin Advocacy System will be integrated as a module for programs used by broad masses. In addition, leading e-commerce sites, hotel reservation pages, such as large numbers of users and business volumes, will be integrated into the systems via API. All these materials and organizations will be organized and programmed under the guidance of PraeLegal.

In addition to the promotional brochure and the invitation to send e-mail addresses from leading law firms, this service will be reinforced by sending a printed brochure and letter of invitation. The meetings will be held in accordance with their requests.

For private law firms and lawyers, special invitation brochures and promotional brochures with their name will be sent digitally. Information on the volume of legal cases on the international scene will be given and they will share their share of the pie. In addition, thanks to articles and bars in the news sites, the mass of lawyers in the broad sense will be reached and the importance of the subject will be strengthened.

For clients, we will be able to reach out to a broad audience with effective social media support, especially Google ads, and we explain to clients that its possible to reach legal requirements in a healthy way thanks to our system. In particular, large investors and businessmen active on the international market will be reached through their associations.

During the first steps in the new regions as part of the regional expansion, promotion conferences will be organized with the participation of Bar Associations, legal representatives, trade unions, chamber representatives and stock markets. In addition, press meetings or private meetings will be organized each year on important topics closely related to business development, meetings, cooperation, competition and the business world.
4. The Value for Key Participants

Escoin aims to provide the most transparent, reliable environment for clients and lawyers. The important thing for EsCoin is to create the necessary environment for the parties to make the right choice. As a result, a number of requests from the parties will be presented. If these requirements are met, the parties may know each other. In addition to the evaluation of the platform, after the joint cooperation, the parties will take into consideration the positive or negative situations that will arise. In this way, they will have the opportunity to make the most transparent and logical choice possible.

In terms of clients;
- Companies will enter their information and will be subject to rating as their information is completed (for example, if the company does not enter the tax identification number, it will receive a profile warning missing). They will need to supplement their profile information to create trust, investigate law firms and receive offers.
- As companies review law firms, information about the exam will be sent to the company by email. If the firm wishes to contact the client company, it can. Depending on the answers given or the rate of return according to the law firm will be subject to rating.
- The company will be forced to enter its annual turnover, investment capital and export import figures. In this case, the law firms will be able to understand the partnerships with a company that does business and may revise the information in light of this information.
- The law firms they employ will be subject to interpretation and grading. In this case, the law firms will have a prior knowledge of the companies they will operate or have to do, but they will get rid of the waste of unnecessary time.
- They will be able to filter score points according to the country in which they wish to give their cause.
- They will be able to evaluate based on client feedback formulated with the exposure system.
- If clients have enough credits, they can request proposals from different rating companies.
- Clients will be able to ask premium lawyers offers for their cases and filter them based on their scores if they have enough credit.

In terms of Lawyers;
- Law firms are required to register and provide basic information about their firms. They will be reflected positively in every additional point of information they will enter.
- In addition to the information they enter, articles they share, previous decisions and petition samples will earn additional points.
- At the same time, lawyers will be subject to the rating by their clients. In areas such as interest, relevance, expertise, dedication, experience, clients will be asked to rate and comment
on their law firms. In this way, lawyers whose return is more than positive will have the opportunity to withdraw from other companies.

- The law firms that make their showcase with the points they earn and they will be the option for clients according the position, the type of case. In other words, high-ranking law firms, will appear on the top of the search results.
  - The number of cases received via the system will be displayed.
  - Will be able to obtain an advantage over the client based on law firm scoring levels, offers and after-sales services.
  - As the clients can offer to the law firms, the high legal counsel firms will be able to reach the case files of their premium clients and submit their offers.
  - Law firms, will be subject to the credit system as clients. Thanks to this credit system, they will be able to call on other lawyers when they need it. These requests for assistance will be based on the company’s rating.
5. EsCoin’s Blockchain Platform

Why use Blockchain?
Blockchain technology is used primarily to ensure the transparency of all our operations and to guarantee the rights of all participants. It provides a guarantee for financial transactions, service prices, ratings and liability payments on Blockchain. This guarantee will help to ensure the security and irrevocability of all information transmitted through Escoin’s legal platform.

The use of the Ethereum blockchain is primarily motivated by the fact that it will have a direct impact on the sales of project tokens for the widest possible distribution of potential participants in the ecosystem. In addition, the use of the Ethereum infrastructure will make it easy to exchange the Escoin Legal (ELG) token on the main stock exchanges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UTILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mist / Ethereum Wallet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta Mask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Ethereum Wallet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROCESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Get Balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposit Token</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation Log</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get Currency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Token Transfer Log</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOKEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Root Contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange Contract</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETHEREUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solidity Token Contract</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Development and Technical Description

The technical development of the Blockchain platform, the update of its functionalities and the determination of the basic technical parameters will be entirely carried out by Escoin sub-companies. All software and hardware technologies are prepared by our sub-companies.

Transferring Tokens Between Blockchain

Escoin Legal will sell a limited number of chips during the bulk sale process. Our first batch process, via our Ethereum infrastructure contract, will be made easily and quickly from your Ethereum portfolio. At the end of the determined block sale period, the transfer lock will be removed and the Escoin Legal Token (ELG) purchase-sale transaction will be provided.
6. The EsCoin Time Token

Escoin Legal Token (ELG) will provide the international legal community with partial digital, financial and non-financial rights. People with a token will receive additional discounts on financial transactions made on the platform. Moreover, since the value of the token will increase as the revenue from the platform increase, the income will also increase. Users can benefit from paid services on the platform with Token.

Escoin Legal Token is a specially designed contract with the ERC-20 standard published in the Ethereum blockchain. Participants who wish to have Token can visit etherscan.io to view our contract and other verified processes if they wish.

In order to obtain a Escoin Legal Token, you can subscribe quickly to our system via our website www.escoin.ee and purchase an Escoin Legal Token (ELG) for your own portfolio with Ethereum. We shared simple instructions for our participants for the first time on our system. If you wish, you can buy ELG quickly and easily by following these instructions.
7. Token Sale

Summary
EsCoin Legal Token (ELG)
Total Token: 250,000,000ELG
Token Private Presale: will begin at 9:00 a.m UTC on January 1, 2020.
Token Public Pre-sale: Not clear, it will be announced.
Public Sales Token: Not clear, it will be announced.
Hard Cap / Soft Cap: $10M / $2.5M
Exchange Price: 1ETH = 400 ELG
Price per token: 1ELG = 0.0025 ETH
Accepted payment methods: BTC, ETH, BCH, LTC, DASH, ZEC...

Chronology of Token Sales

Private Presale
It will begin on June 1, 2020 in UTC time zone and will continue until the beginning of the Public presale.
Private pre-sale tokens may be held by a limited number of investors. Discounts will be applied based on the step token rates. Bonuses will be set up by talking with the main investors individually

Additional bonuses will be offered to the participants of the special promotion:

10% bonus from 50 to 500 ETH
25% bonus between 500 and 1000 ETH
People over 1000 ETH will be interviewed personally and the bonus will be decided.

Public presale
It will begin at a time to be determined and announced by the Company in its sole discretion and will continue until the Public sale.
For investors who want to buy a large amount of ELG Tokens, the public offer of tokens will be offered. The minimum purchase for general sales is more than 10 ETH.
Public sale

It will be determined by the Company in its sole discretion and will commence on a date to be announced and will continue until the date and time of the announcement.

Sale will be publicly available for all investors. If the hard cap ($10 million) arrives earlier than the scheduled closing date, the sale of the token ends before the scheduled date.

Participants participating in the public auction will receive a discount according to the following program:

1. Step %20
2. Step %15
3. Step %10
4. Step % -

With the main sale of ELG tokens, special conditions will be available for major purchases. If the amount of the purchase is greater than 20 ETH, the bonus amount will be as follows:

5% from 20 to 100ETH
7.5% from 100 to 500ETH
More than 500 ETHs will be determined by talking to the recipients individually.

If the soft cap ($2.5M) is not reached during the sale of the token, the ELG tokens will not be issued and all the money will be returned to the investors.

Token distribution

56% Reserved
40% Token sales (Including 30% management, 25% staff, 15% software, advertising and others 30%)
4% Consultants

Vesting (holding the tokens in their hands and return them to the market at defined times)

Once the tokens are sold, some tokens will be frozen and distributed after a delay:
- The tokens belonging to the team will have linear gains over two years: 25% of tokens will be released every 6 months;
- The recruitment period for consultants will be at least 3 months;
- 3% of tokens will be released after 8 months of blocking public sales and investors who buy ELG tokens for more than 10 ETH in public sale.
- Reserve:
  10% of token reserves have no vesting period;
  The remaining 90% of the token reserves will be included in 30 months of vesting, meaning 3% of the token reserves will be released every month.

Tokens purchased on the sale of main tokens (in general terms) and distributed through the application and award programs are not subject to any additional restrictions.
Lock up time example for 50 ETH purchases along with 10% of an overall pre-sale bonus

Total tokens: $50 \times 400 = 20,000$ ELG (Purchase without bonus) + $2,000$ ELG (10% bonus)

Distribution of collected funds
- 30% Advertising and other expenses
- 30% Management
- 25% Personnel and additional services
- 15% Development

It is important for us to ensure that our community understands how to spend the funds generated at the ICO. Above we explain how to spend money (as we see now). The main cost items are advertising, recruitment, marketing and sales.

The development includes the costs of developing a product program for the EsCoin ecosystem, including a team of its own product engineers; purchase or finance third-party technology solutions that may develop the platform; technical integration of the Partners into a unique ecosystem etc.

Marketing and sales include spending on promoting projects in certain regions (rewarding clients, expanding the network of partners and other marketing initiatives).
# Operating licence

**Number**: FVT000208  
**Area of activity**: Providing a virtual currency service  
**Start of validity**: 06.10.2020  
**Valid until**: Termless  

## Data of the entrepreneur

- **Name of entrepreneur**: FinCras & InvCras Digital Services OÜ  
- **Registry code**: 14407030

## Contact details

**Number of licence**: FVT000208  
**Area of activity**: Providing a virtual currency service  
**Type of area of activity**: Providing services of exchanging a virtual currency against a fiat currency  
**Valid until**: Termless  
**Archived act**: Providing services of exchanging a virtual currency against a fiat currency FVR000244  
**Number of decision**: 20201006-391078  
**Date of decision**: 06.10.2020  
**Issuer of licence**: Estonian Police and Border Guard Board  
**Classification of Economic Activities code and name**:  
**Person who submitted the application**: Fahri Toğa (phone: +372123456789, email: fahritoga@praeflegal.de)  
**Accuracy confirmed**: 22.10.2020  
**Share capital**:  
**Capital amount**:  
**Currency**:  

## Documents

- Go back  
- Change activity licenses  
- Submit a notification of temporary renouncement  
- Submit a notification of full renouncement
9. Roadmap

2020

Q2-2020
- Pre-Sale of tokens for Step-1
- Recruitment of additional team members
- Starting app prototype development
- Token generation

Q4-2020
- Sale of tokens for Step-2
- Addition of advanced modules
  - Bidding module
  - Payment module
  - Rating module
  - Shared knowledge
  - Referred module
- Starting mobile prototype for Android, IOS and Windows Phone
- Launch of basic app

2021

Q2-2021
- Sale of tokens for Step-4
- Launch of Europe market
  - Launch of Berlin
  - Launch of Tallinn
- Addition of advanced modules
  - Video conference module
  - Instant pay for video conference

Q4-2021
- Launch of Asia market
  - Launch of Seoul
  - Launch of Tokyo
- Transferring the values of revenue models to the investor

2022

Q1-2021
- Sale of tokens for Step-3
- Incorporated of community feedback
- Addition of advanced modules
  - Client module
  - Legal firm module
  - Package membership module
  - Obtaining and wing credit
- Expanding Europe sales activities
  - Launch iOS, Android and Windows Phone App

Q3-2021
- Sale of tokens for Step-5
- Expanding Asia sales activities

Q1-2022
- Distribution of profit margin to token owners.